














































































MOABIT LIEDERBUCH 

Selected Sonnets of Albrecht Haushofer, translated by M.D. Herter Norton* 

Translations of Song Texts 

:t. 
NOISES 

From outside a cold, wintry breath 

passes through the badly fitted panes 

and brings into my cell's separate existence 

noises still connected with the war. 

The warden's footsteps as well as the marching song, 

the hiss and push on nearby railway tracks, 

the rumbling activity of munitions works, 

the desolate sound of sirens in the night. 

Noises relevant still to the present time. 

How day after day I hear the drone of motors, 

how sparse the occasional ringing of a bell! 

Yet a winter already senses the wind of spring. 

The day will come when motors will be silent, 

and a rounddance of the bells will ring Peace in. 

rr. 
HONEY 

It happens, when they had driven me from home 

on my long flight, on my bitter journey-

as I had saved myself a jar of honey 

that much of home now still remains to me. 

I merely open it: then a fragrance rises 

from a thousand blossoms, yes, a thousand trees, 

and bees come buzzing as out of motley dreams 

from all the gray comers here about-

It is winter still in the wide meadows: 

Take care, you bees, beware of early swarming! 

Let the sun still warm your furry coats! 

You gather honey's healing sweetness only 

when plumtree branches bloom their reddish-white 

and golden primulas glisten in the grass. 

.nr. 
FAREWELL 

Already Jupiter and Venus must be paling, 

a first rose light is brightening the peaks. 

I do not know what ways I shall take next, 

I do not know, will greetings ever reach m.,._ 

Little by little the pattering of hoofs 

that brought me away is vanishing into the mountain. 

The mule that guided me down into the valley 

turned to go back in the morning's early light. 

My ear keeps on hearing those gray hoofs. 

The mule-trail winds along the river's course. 

A rustling. A patter ... A vague clanging sound ... 

Died out now-the last call of home. 

The waters stream out from the mountain's gateway, 

and distant hoofs move on up to the aim. 

JY. 
THE GNAT 

A very faintest buzzing. Upon my hand 

there settles down with whirring wings a gnat, 

a whiff of a body, six delicate limbs--

where did it come from out of wintry country? 

A proboscis ... shall! strike? Do I begrudge it 

the drop of blood that nourishes such creatures? 

The slight pain the sting will make me feel? 

It acts the way it must. Am I a brute? 

So sting away, you little winged soul, 

so long as my blood vessels can nourish you, 

so long as you're taking care of your brief day! 

Sting away, so that you do not lack for strength! 

Both of us, after all, man and gnat, 

are nothing but little shadows of a great Light. 

* Moabit Sonnets by Albrecht Haushofer. Translated by M.D. Herter Norton. 
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If. 
NEMESIS 

Just yesterday he sentenced four to hanging, 

and today he's lying dead among the ruins, 

will serve no one any more to rope or axe, 

a heap of rubble now his whole domain. 

Judgement-a weighty word! It gave him pleasure 

to tip the balance low to mark the bad 

so he could send off new necks to the hangman, 

no death-sentence ever caused him to repent. 

Judgement-a happenstance? A thousand bombs 

struck human beings down in this vast city

and a bomb was permitted to be judge? 

Judgement-so many of the dead have asked 

in vain what was the meaning ... so do not judge! 

All of us are due a higher judgement! 

fl. 
SIR THOMAS MORE 

Sir Thomas long lay fast in the Tower, 

till they bethought them seriously of the block. 

Britain's wife-changing tyrant really would 

rather have had his head pressed into service. 

At first they tried courting that austere mind, 

sparing him no possible seduction-

then tortured and then bound him. A long beard 

grew in this course of time from the Chancellor's chin. 

When on the block they had laid down his head, 

incorruptibly loyal, clear, and wise, 

he pushed the beard aside, spoke with gentle 

words, calm, composed, smiling: "High treason 

'my head alone committed, not my beard." 

And smiling gave himself Death's prisoner. 

DREAMFACE 

You have so long eluded me in dream, 

you, early gone from us. You were here today, 

as young, unravaged, and so strangely close 

as at that time when we first left each other. 

How the stars glowed that night, how full the world 

then seemed of happiness. How long ago. 

How those young years grew difficult for you. 

How something drove me out, out far and wide. 

You test me now in dream. And there has been 

no pain, no grieving in it any more. 

You nod and whisper. Are you now well again? 

I'm lying still. My heart beats quietly. 

m. 
SPARROWS 

At times company comes: the iron grating, 

prison for me, can be repose for others. 

A pair of sparrows often are my guests, 

a sparrow damsel and a sparrow knight. 

They Jove each other squabbling or in tenderness, 

have much to tell each other billing and cooing, 

and should another sparrow choose the sparrowess, 

then there would be a terrible argument. 

How singular it is to stand in fetters, 

full of questions, close to unhampered life

whether those quick black eyes are seeing me? 

They look away. A chirp, a lift of wings, 

the iron grid is empty. I am alone. 

How I would love to be among the sparrows-

ACHERON 

A great poet coined the saying thus: 

one must oneself set Acheron in motion 

when the gods will not bestir themselves to help. 

My father often said this in defiance. 

My father was blinded still by the dream of power. 

I felt forebodings of the whole disaster: 

Destruction, burning and hunger, death and wounds, 

the total horror of such diabolic night , .. 

Quite consciously I often bade farewell 

to all life offered that was beautiful: 

to home, to work and love, to wine and bread. 

Now the darkness has come over me. 

Acheron is near, life far away. 

A weary eye is searching for a st: r. 

What stays-is thanks. My thanks that will be wending 

up to your grave there in the Engadine. 


